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Instrument Mechanic 

 

During the two-year duration of Instrument Mechanic trade, a candidate is trained on 
professional skill, professional knowledge, Engineering Drawing, Workshop Calculation & 
Science and Employability skill related to job role. In addition to this a candidate is entrusted to 
undertake project work and extracurricular activities to build up confidence.The broad 
components covered during the course are as below: - 

FIRST YEAR: In this year the trainee learns about safety and environment, use of fire 
extinguishers, artificial respiratory resuscitation to begin with. He gets the idea of trade tools & 
its standardization, Familiarize with basics of electricity, construction of PMMC & MI 
instruments.  Overhauling  and  testing  &  calibration  of  ammeters,  voltmeters,  wattmeter  and  
ampere-hour meter of various types, meter sensitivity, accuracy, maximum power, capability 
etc. Test the cable and measure the electrical parameter, experiments on transformer, 
measuring  current  and  voltage  in  primary  and  secondary  windings  filing  practice,  marking  &  
measuring with the help of Vernier Caliper, Vernier Height Gauge. Skilling practice on different 
types & combination of cells for operation and maintenance of batteries being done. Identify 
and test passive and active electronic components. Construct and test unregulated and 
regulated power supplies. Practice soldering and de-soldering of various types of electrical and 
electronic components on through hole PCBs and different type of switches, application like 
buzzers,  solenoid  valves.  The  candidate  will  be  able  to  construct  and  test  different  types  of  
diode, V-I characteristics, rectifiers, amplifier, op-amps, oscillator and wave shaping circuits. 
Testing of power electronic components. Construct and test power control circuits. Identify and 
test  opto  electronic  devices.  Able  to  achieve  the  skill  on  SMD  Soldering  and  De-soldering  of  
discrete SMD components. Verifying   the truth tables of various digital ICs by referring Data 
book.  Verification of  truth tables of  various logic  gates,  RS and JK flip  flops,  Counters,  BCD to 
decimal  decoder,  7  segment  display  circuits,  D/A  and  A/D  circuit,  RS485  to  RS232  converter.   
Practice circuit simulation software to simulate and test various   circuits. Assemble a computer 
system, install OS, Practice with MS office. Use the internet, browse, create mail IDs, download 
desired data from internet using search engines. Familiarization with microprocessor trainer kit, 
basic program on microprocessor. Measurement voltage, frequency using CRO, operating 
storage oscilloscope. 

 

 

1. COURSE INFORMATION 
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SECOND YEAR: In this year the trainee will be able to study various types of instruments 
constructions and identify various parts and section. Measuring speed and velocity using 
various tachometers. Operating stroboscope. Practice on various pressure sensors and pressure 
gauge. Testing and calibration of various type of pressure measuring instruments, dead weight 
tester and comparator. Testing and installation of pressure switches. Perform practical on 
pressure simulator or experimental setup. Operating and calibrating pressure transmitters. 
Checking various types of flow restrictors and use, D.P. cell/transmitter. Fitting of tapered glass 
tube checking and testing V- notches fitting, repairing various types of positive displacement 
flow meters, installation maintenance of flow instruments. Calibrating and installing turbine 
flow meter, vertex flow meter. Measurement of level performing on level measurement i.e. 
experimental setup for level measurement process simulator, calibration of level transmitters, 
level instrument maintenance, repairing and control. Temperature measurement with different 
sensors and temperature-controlled oil bath/furnace for low and high temperature, 
temperature instrument maintenance and calibration. Primary calibration standards, primary 
standard instruments, secondary standard instruments, instrument inspection, calibration and 
test method. The trainee will work with experimental setup/temperature simulator for 
temperature measurement controls. Thermocouple and RTD experiment on optical pyrometer 
and radiation pyrometer. Measurement of humidity. Recorders and servicing of pneumatic, 
electrical/ electronic recorders, study of paperless LCD/LED recorder. Study of control 
valves/final control elements and its various components. Piping tubing and fitting. Study the 
cut section of various type of control valves, operation on cascade, ratio, feed forward control 
trainer. Experiment on PID controller trainer on various process parameters, programmable 
logic  controller  trainer,  programmes  on  timers  and  counters.  Installing  &  operating  HART  
transmitters/devises (I/O). Calibration of HART devices. Work on various network lines, uses of 
DCS & SCADA complete with communication system on process trainer. Working on Hydraulics 
and Pneumatics trainer, air filter regulator. Practice on PH meter, conductivity meter, online 
measurement of PH, conductivity and dissolved Oxygen. 
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Instrument Mechanic 

 
 
Learning outcomes are a reflection of total competencies of a trainee and assessment 

will be carried out as per the assessment criteria. 
 
5.1 LEARNING OUTCOMES (TRADE SPECIFIC) 

 
FIRST YEAR: 

 
1. Plan and organize the work to make job as per specification applying different types of 

basic fitting operation and Check dimensional accuracy using precision instruments 
following safety precaution. [Basic fitting operation – marking, Hacksawing, Chiselling, 
Filing, Drilling, Taping and Grinding etc. Accuracy: ± 0.5mm] 

2. Apply a range of skills to execute tube joints, dismantle and assembles tubes and fittings 
of  PI  arc  &  ferrule  and  test  for  leakage.  [range  of  skills-  cutting,  threading,  flaring,  
bending and joining] 

3. Identify, test the cable and measure the electrical parameters. 
4. Test various electrical passive and active components using proper measuring 

instruments and compare the data using standard parameter. 
5. Identify,  test  and  use  of  various  types  of  switches,  E.M.  relays,  Circuit  breaker  and  

construct electrical circuits. 
6. Estimate, Assemble, install and test wiring system. 
7. Verify characteristics of resonance circuits. 
8. Plan, execute commissioning, testing and evaluate performance of AC & DC motors and 

generators. 
9. Execute testing, evaluate performance and maintenance of transformer. 
10. Plan, select, and carry out measurement, extension of range,overhauling, testing and 

calibration of D’Arsonval meter, PMMC meter. 
11. Select, perform electrical/electronic measurement, earthing installation service and 

calibrate MI instruments, electro dynamometer instruments, Induction   type   and 
Special instruments- voltage tester, continuity tester, rotation tester, phase sequence 
indicator, synchronising, synchroscope, frequency meter, thermocouple type ammeter. 

12. Identify, Test various analog and power electronics components, Construct, test and 
analyze the circuit functioning. 

13. Detect the faults and troubleshoot SMPS, UPS, inverter, converter and Thyristor family. 
14. Identify, place, solder and de-solder and test different SMD, discrete components with 

due care and following safety norms using proper tools/setup. 

5. LEARNING OUTCOME 
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15. Construct and test different circuits using operational amplifiers circuits and execute the 
result. 

16. Identify, test and verify all digital ICs. Assemble, test and troubleshoot various digital 
circuits and digital instruments. 

17. Measure the various parameters by CRO and execute the result with standard one. 
18. Install and setup operating system and related software in a computer & Practice with 

MS office and application software related to instruments. 
19. Identify various functional blocks of a microprocessor system, identify various I/O Ports, 

write and executive simple program and Interface a model application with the 
microprocessor kit and run the application. 

 
SECOND YEAR: 
 

20. Identify the parameters of measurement systems. Identify, select, test, wire & execute 
the operation of different process sensors by selecting appropriate signal conditioning 
for stress, strain, load displacement and Thickness. 

21. Select,  Installs,  services,  and calibrate instruments for  motion,  speed,  acceleration and 
vibration. 

22. Identify different unit of pressure, terms and operation of basic instruments. Perform 
maintenance, Servicing calibration and installation of field pressure gauges, switches, 
electronic pressure indicators and transmitters for absolute, atmospheric, gauge, 
vacuum and differential pressure measurement. 

23. Recognise the fundamental of fluid flow, terms, different unit of flow, read specification 
of flow meters. And fluid pump. Perform the maintenance, Servicing and calibration and 
installation   of variable DP flow meters / head flow meters, variable area flow meters, 
positive displacement meters, Electronic type flow meters and mass flow meters for 
fluids flow measurement. 

24. Identify, operate, maintain, troubleshoot and calibrate the devices for solid flow 
measuring system & verify the result within standard. 

25. Identify, select, wire & execute the operation of different types of level instruments use 
for liquid level and solid level. Carry out maintenance, Servicing, calibration and 
Installation. 

26. List out different unit of temperature, terms and read specification of temperature 
instruments. Perform measurement, maintenance, Servicing and calibration of 
Bimetallic   and   filled system thermometers & thermo switches. 

27. Identify,select, Evaluateperformance, install, service and calibrate 
temperatureIndicators, Transmitters(RTD’S, Thermistors and Thermocouples types); 
various type of pyrometers. 

28. Identify, select, Operate, maintain, Service and calibrate different types of recorders. 
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29. Identify different types of Final    control     elements and role. Identify different valve 
body, constructional feature, Dismantle, inspect parts, replace parts,recondition, check, 
and resetting of control valves with actuators, convertors & positioners. Install and test 
the performance. 

30. Identify fundamental of automatic control system and various functional elements in 
control  loop.  Identify,  select,  Install,  wire,  configure,  test  the  performance,  maintain,  
and service various types of ON-OFF and PID controllers (electronic and pneumatic). 

31. Tune  controller  mode  and  evaluate  performance  of  control  loops  as  per  specification  
and system application. 

32. Identify modules of PLC, its function, Wire and connect the digital I/OS field devices to 
the I/O Module of PLC, install Software, Hardware and configure plc for operation. Write 
and execute simple logic and real application programs. 

33. Operate, maintain, service, configure, install, wire and test HART transmitters / devices 
(I/O). And Net-working system for instrumentation. 

34. Identify the different modules of DCS, function, Wire and connect I/OS field devices to 
the I/O Modules, install    Software, Hardware and configure DCS for operation with 
HMI. Write and execute DCS AND SCADA programs FOR real application. 

35. Identify, check constructional Feature and function of hydraulic pump and hydraulic 
power system, accumulator,hydraulic hoses and fitting, Hydraulic components. Build 
and test hydraulic control circuit. 

36. Lay out construction feature, operate, maintain of air compressor, air Distribution 
system, pneumatic associate components, piping, tubing and fitting.  Build and test 
pneumatic control circuit. 

37. Identify constructional feature, operate, maintain, service and calibrate of analytical 
instruments. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


